Mar. 22  **Brian Palmer-Rubin**, Marquette University
*Evading the Patronage Trap. Interest Representation in Mexico*

Mar. 29  **Daniel Mattingly**, Yale University
*Chinese State Media Persuades a Global Audience That the “China Model” is Superior: Evidence From A 19-Country Experiment*

Apr. 5  **Carlo Prato**, Columbia University
*Politics Transformed? Electoral Competition under Ranked Choice Voting*

Apr. 12  **Zhaotian Luo**, University of Chicago
*Self-enforcing power dynamics*

Apr. 19  **Livia Schubiger**, University of Oxford
*Training Local Leaders to Prevent and Reduce Intimate Partner Violence: Evidence from Peru.*

Apr. 26  **Scott Gehlbach**, University of Chicago
*Violent Backlash to Political Reform: Evidence from Anti-Jewish Pogroms in the 1905 Russian Revolution*

May. 3  **Rahsaan Maxwell**, New York University
*Pro-immigration attitudes in Western Europe*

May. 10  **Andrew Little**, UC Berkeley
*TBA*

May. 17  **Sonja Castaneda**, University of Chicago
*Seventh Generation Politics: Resource Discovery, Intergenerational Social Discounting, and Indigenous Sovereignty Claims*

Papers are distributed through our mailing list. To subscribe to it, visit voices.uchicago.edu/compol/. Please email the student workshop coordinators at lcella@uchicago.edu and lingnan@uchicago.edu with any inquiries or if you anticipate needing special accommodations.